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Automated efficiency
Wraptor™ A6200 Wrap Printer Applicator 

Gaining efficiency has never been easier. Just use an automated device, like the Wraptor A6200 Wrap 
Printer Applicator. With it, you can print and wrap in just seven seconds, eliminating expensive and  
time-consuming hand labeling. Compact and lightweight, the Wraptor A6200 is designed for fast and 
flexible work environments, like cellular manufacturing. It moves easily to different workstations and takes 
up minimal space, which allows more room to work — and more ways to increase your productivity.    

 � Saves time — reduces print / wrap cycle time by 50% relative to hand application

 � Saves labor — faster production with one-step print and apply

 � Saves space — compact design fits smaller workspaces
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Wraptor A6200 print ribbons (1.000 in. core, ink side out)

Ribbon series

R4300 Wax / Resin 
Strong environmental resistance against smearing and chemicals. Also, reliable, sharp-edge print quality to maximize barcode readability.

Specifications

Typical throughput Up to 1000 labels / day max** Ribbon and material installation Labels: Loose roll, “thread-thru” required  
Ribbon: cartridge required

Operational hours 12 hours a day / 5 days a week Label creation and set up Semi-automatic (select label part from software and label set up)

Print technology and color 
capabilities Thermal Transfer; Monochrome Connectivity options USB, Wi-Fi, Ethernet

Print resolution 300 dpi Compatible PC software Brady Workstation

Max print width 1.000 in. PC connect or stand alone 
operation PC connect or stand alone

Media widths 0.500 in., 1.000 in. Minimum label dimension 0.500 in. W x 0.750 in. L
 
*  Printer includes a product license key for Brady Workstation Product and Wire ID Suite, A62-R4300 ribbon, roll of A62-3-427, USB cable, Quick Start Guide, power cord  

and AC adapter. For in-line cut and strip applications: Contact Brady at 1-888-272-3946. Special restrictions apply. 
** Not to exceed an annual output of 25,000 labels.

Catalog #
A6200-NA-KIT Wraptor A6200 Wrap Printer Applicator* with Wi-Fi and Rewinder Kit

A6200-NA-WIFI Wraptor A6200 Wrap Printer Applicator* with Wi-Fi 

A6200-REWINDER Wraptor A6200 material rewinder

A6200-SC Wraptor A6200 soft case

A6200-PS Wraptor A6200 AC adapter

Part numbers and specifications

Wraptor A6200 materials

B# Material Color Finish Description

B-417 High Adhesion Self-Laminating  
Vinyl Wire Material White / Clear Matte

Self-laminating wire markers with extra-strong adhesive make them ideal for small diameter 
wires. This material features a white printable area with a clear “tail” that wraps around marker. 
Tail serves as overlaminate to protect the print. Superior resistance to abrasion, solvents, water, 
oil and dirt.

B-427 Self-Laminating Vinyl Wire Material White / Clear Matte
Self-laminating wire marker features white printable area with a clear “tail” that wraps around 
marker. Tail serves as overlaminate to protect the print. Superior resistance to abrasion, 
solvents, water, oil and dirt.

B-499 Nylon Cloth Material White Matte Nylon cloth with permanent adhesive allows labeling in environments with heat, cold, oil and 
dirt. Ideal for wire and cable marking.
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